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POSTAL MEMBERSHIP
RENEWALS 2020
This final reminder is for the benefit of those who
still prefer to receive their copies of Racin’
magazine in the post.
If the address label on the envelope used to send
out this copy of the magazine has a dot on, this
means that your renewal subscription is now
overdue. To continue receiving a paper copy of
the magazine please send your renewal subs of
£10 to NMRC c/o Helen Goodwill, as soon as
possible.
If not received before Issue 363 is ready for
dispatch, you will be deleted from the postal
mailing list and instead added to the e mail list.
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CORONAVIRUS & NMRC
Whist members will be delighted that we managed to get
through the Cheltenham Festival unscathed, the situation
in UK/Ireland now is that no racing will take place for the
foreseeable future, even behind closed doors.
With this in mind, we shall not attempt to arrange any new
club events in over the next few months.
However, we already had some events lined up in
June/July and, at this time, we will not cancel until nearer
the time in the hope that matters will improve by then.
As the Aintree preview is cancelled, we shall try and
arrange another event in the Autumn when ticket holders
from our Cheltenham Preview can attend, so please hold
onto those tickets!
Those who sent in entries for the Grand National
Sweepstake will be contacted regarding a refund.
Round 2 of the Alex Bird competition (Aintree) will now be
moved to another festival later in the year.
Our Heritage Handicaps competition will now start later
than usual, hopefully in July if things are running again by
then. Until then our message to members is:
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COMPETITION NEWS
& RESULTS
59’s DRAW RESULTS UPDATE
The latest ‘59’s’ winners are as follows:
Feb 1st - 52 – Tony Short (Bolton)
Mar 7th – 42 – Jean Jarvis (Durham)
Both win the usual £50pm prize.
Number 18 is currently available should
anyone want to join the draw – costs £1pm
payable either quarterly or annually. Please
contact Phil Evans for further details (contact
details on last page).
Thanks to all who continue to support the
draw!

SATURDAY NAPS
COMPETITION 2019/20

ALEX BIRD CHALLENGE 2020
Thanks to all who entered this year with a total
prize fund of £475 available over the four rounds.
The Cheltenham Round was won by Ted
Halewood from Merseyside with runner up Dave
Evans from Warrington They will receive prizes of
£50 and £25 respectively.
Round 2 was scheduled to take place at Aintree
in April but as we all know this meeting was
cancelled due to the coronavirus outbreak.
It is hoped that when racing resumes in the
UK/Ireland, that a replacement NH Festival can
be used instead. All entrants will be advised in
due course once a decision can be made.
Similarly, if Royal Ascot were to be cancelled as
well, then a replacement Flat Festival meeting will
be used instead – fixture list permitting!
For the time being, here are the leaders scores in
the first round:
NAME

TOTAL

TED HALEWOOD

193

DAVID EVANS

189

JOHN MACDONALD

175

Congratulations to Floss Howes from
Chester who won Round 3 of this winter’s NH
tipping challenge and a £100 prize. Liz
O’Donoghue from Holmfirth was runner up in
this round and receives a pair of badges.

CHRIS MACKENZIE

173

COLIN MALONE

169

HARRY SANDLAND

162

PHIL EVANS 1

158

After 3 weeks in Round 4 the joint leaders are
Brian James & Ian Hazel.

ROB MCDERMOTT

158

KEN UNSWORTH 2

156

SAM DOYLE

155

JIM AITKENHEAD

154

FRANK TURLEY

153

MARTIN WITHINSHAW

145

ANDY WHITE

145

STEVE CAWLEY

142

TONY COLEMAN

138

MIKE WHEATER 2

138

MIKE WHEATER 1

135

With racing in the UK & Ireland currently
suspended, so is the Satnaps competition.
There are just two weeks to run to complete
this winter’s competition, and if racing
resumes before the end of May we hope to
complete all 4 rounds as usual.
Entrants will be advised if/when the
competition is resumed, via e mail where
possible. If no racing resumes by end May
then the results will be decided by the week
18 scores counting as final.
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FORTHCOMING NMRC EVENTS IN 2020
(ALL EVENTS ARE SUBJECT TO HEALTH GUIDELINES REGARDING CORONAVIRUS)
Fuller details will be in the next edition of Racin’ Magazine if there has been a resumption of racing
and free movement of the public by then – in the meantime you can still register an interest in
attending either/both of these events.
Micky Hammond Stable Visit & Racing at Catterick – Friday 6th June.
A chance for our newer Yorkshire members to get involved! Timings TBC and as usual we shall
collect donations from members (suggested £5 per adult) to pass onto the stable staff kitty. Please
contact Dave Bates (see committee panel) if you wish to attend.
Jack Berry House visit & Racing at York – Friday July 10th.
Members have generously supported our IJF fundraisers in recent years so we have arranged this
visit so members can see at first-hand how the funds are being used! Arrival will be mid-morning and
we shall depart in good time to get to York races in the afternoon. Please contact Phil Evans (see
committee panel) if you wish to attend.
The IJF have asked us to collect donations (£5 per adult) which will include tea/coffee on the day.

A RACING BANKER? YOU MUST BE JOKING!
The club had the following letter published in the Racing Post on Sunday 23rd February, which is selfexplanatory:
I represent the North & Midlands Racing Club, one of the surviving regional racing clubs set up in the 1980's.
We have a modest little bank account and we recently enquired about moving the account to M****bank. After
a gruelling 2-hour account opening interview, a 20-page account opening form plus reams of ID for our 3
signatories we thought all was done. However, a month later we have been advised that our account is not
welcome at M****bank. The reason being that we run occasional competitions for our members which they
view as 'gambling related'. The question to our fellow readers is whether there are similar stories in the racing
world where bodies related to the sport (horse racing) are being black listed by financial institutions, even
though they are not 'gambling' businesses directly? Is this the thin end of the wedge?
It seems we are not alone – Malcolm Evans writes ‘’Just read your letter in Sunday RP and had to laugh.
I recently took over as Treasurer of our local Pool league, handed nearly 2k in cash.! So, I thought time to open
an account, went around each High Street name advised to look on line or told point blank no chance.
Eventually tried **** on line, filled in the Questionnaire/Application then after providing a copy of our
constitution and further identity checks on the second signatory left it with them! A few days later I had a call,
they would not be opening an account and the reason "we give monetary prizes to the winner and runner-up of
each division at the end of the season"!! Fgs it's only a few quid per person and it's paid out of the entrance
fees but you can't argue!
Just to let you know you are not alone.! Lol I'm going to try Barclays online next
says they can hold accounts for "sporting organisations" we'll see.!
Tony R writes similarly ‘’ re your letter re bank account ,I am a single shop independent bookmaker and
recently switched to the co-op bank would highly recommend.
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GORDON ARMISTEAD’S RACING DIARY
Saturday February 1st Leopardstown
Mainly future chasers in the two-mile six Grade 1 Novice Hurdle. Not the strongest pace but staying won it for
Latest Exhibition who has improved each time he steps up in trip. Cobbler's Way stepped up on his maiden win
and hopefully they will not give him too hard a time over hurdles as he looks like will improve physically for
another summer. This may have been as far as Longhouse Poet wants at present while Elixir D'Ainay pulled
too hard and Fury Road was just disappointing.
With Ornua showing a semblance of last year's form making the early running and then Min picking it up they
went a proper pace in the Dublin Chase. Chacun Pour Soi chasing his owner/ trainer mate out jumped him
three and two out before powering away. Min likes it here and while he may be better at two and a half
nowadays the winner was very impressive and a proper two miler. The shame of the race was the first fence
fall of Cilaos Emery so we will have to wait to see where he fits into the pecking order.
Another tremendous two-mile chase followed for the novices and again a properly run event as Notebook and
Cash Back took each other on. Both have come on tremendously for fences and really jump and it is hard to
see any British challengers for them in the Arkle. Third home Gallant John Joe runs his best races here and
stays a lot further while Melon will have to go up in trip but his win record is not good for a horse of his ability.
The fourth Grade 1 of the day was the Champion Hurdle and Honeysuckle was backed as if defeat was
impossible. Her price was ridiculous but she won in spite of slow jumps at the last two hurdles. We now know
she can battle but looking forward it hardly cleared the Cheltenham Champion Hurdle fog as third Petit
Mouchoir hasn't won a hurdle race since taking this race three years ago and runner up Darver Star was
beaten further in a novice on his previous start. Having praised Sharjah for his consistency after his win here at
Christmas he turned in a shocker while Supasundae who is aiming for the Aintree Hurdle ran very well on his
seasonal debut.
Back at two miles Appreciate It followed up his Christmas win in emphatic style against some good rivals in the
graded bumper. He looks the business. The other winner at the Christmas meeting Eric Bloodaxe finished
lame. The second and third Risk Factor and Lieutenant Command are both big beasts who should be chasers
in time.
Plenty of runners in the two handicaps and some overpriced runners. In the two-mile hurdle Golden Jewel at
just over 50/1 was far too big after improving with each of his last three runs in big fields. He had a really
unlucky trip during the race being chopped off rounding the omitted second last and then again just before the
last. Jumping the last in ninth he finished like a train to nab second. Unfortunately, this result was a portent for
the two handicap hurdles on day two. From the two-mile handicap chase there is another good race in Charlie
Stout maybe up slightly in trip.
Sunday February 2nd Leopardstown
There aren't too many times that the crowd flocks from the stands to the winner's enclosure but Faugheen had
the crowds rushing down after the two-mile five Grade 1 Novice Chase. He isn't as good as he was at his
hurdling best but he wanted it from the last to hold off Easy Game. Maybe this would be a good time to call
time on a great career. Easy Game has stepped up over fences and this looks his trip. Tornado Flyer was
better here and three miles might bring improvement while Battleoverdoyen also needs a trip as he was out of
his comfort zone against better rivals.
The novices threatened to overshadow the Gold Cup but they turned in a super race run at a proper pace with
Delta Work stepping up again on his Savills's Chase win and with his liking for Cheltenham making himself a
real contender come March. Kemboy was just not good enough here and neither was Presenting Percy who
even his staunchest supports must now acknowledge now is not the second coming.
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Aspire Tower was going to be below his best hurdle form even if he had stood up in the Grade 1 Spring Hurdle
but would probably have had enough to see off Cerberus. That horse curled up badly on the run in leaving A
Wave of the Sea and Wolf Prince to fill the main places. Not great stuff but the juveniles are not a good bunch.
The first two home in the older horses two-mile Grade 1 novices’ hurdle were super looking sorts. Asterion
Forlonge and Easywork went head to head until the latter cried enough. Asterion Forlonge could easily have
more improvement but stable mate Blue Sari again turned in a poor effort and I imagine he has some physical
problem.
Bigbadandbeaufiful was odds on to go one better than last year in the Grade 2 Mares Bumper but turned in her
worst effort. She doesn't look a jumper. Winner Darling Daughter does and seemingly unfancied won easily
from a never nearer Politesse.
In the handicaps Our Roxanne gave me another big priced (25/1) runner up in the mares’ hurdle while in the
three mile hurdle The Jam Man (40/1) followed suit. Treacysenniscorthy winner of the latter just keeps getting
better and this was the third time I have seen him win this season and his fifth win from six runs. Nothing really
caught the eye behind but Column of Fire will stay any trip over fences next season. The winner who looks a
chaser can go back over fences when the handicapper finally gets him over hurdles from a much lower mark.
In the two mile five Leopardstown Chase Jack Kennedy came right back down from Delta Work breaking his
leg after a seemingly routine unseat. He breaks things easily and misses lots of time. The first and second
were both maidens over fences while Any Second Now ran a fine race in third. He is better over three miles
and I would imagine Aintree will be his aim but he is just 1 from 15 over fences.
Saturday February 15th Haydock
The National Trial was easily the best class staying chase at the course this season and with six horses
running that should make the cut for Aintree it could have been informative. In a way it was but mostly
negatively. One For Arthur never went a stride and must be a candidate for retirement. Elegant Escape was
barely any better clouting a couple and looking far from enthusiastic. Vintage Clouds clobbered by the
handicapper is not a 154 horse while Steely Addition stopped quickly three out. The handicapper only just got
Lord Du Mesnil while Yala Enki just kept on for third but was well beaten. Both are best on testing ground but
neither really appeals for Aintree.
Caribbean Boy beat three last time out winners in the two-mile four novice handicap chase. He was paddock
pick and looks like he will make a good staying handicapper in time.
The Rendlesham fell apart with The Worlds End beaten at half way and West Approach sulking badly which
left Emitom to beat a couple of good northern handicappers. He still hits the odd hurdle and isn't good enough
for the stayer’s hurdle.
Heavy ground seems to suit Victor Ludorum winner Sir Psycho who jumps well but where it fits into the big
scheme of things re the Triumph Hurdle is anybody's guess. Another that likes it heavy is Pertemps Qualifier
winner Welsh Saint who beat a field of mostly old timers readily.
The third of the three-mile hurdles for novices went to Ramses De Teillee and he will make sure the Albert
Bartlett winner is proper stayer. Runner up Kalooki was just outstayed and looks the sort who will improve
physically for another summer.
Wednesday February 19th Punchestown
Last season Laurina was 3/10 favourite for the Grade 3 Quevega Hurdle and bolted in This time around under
a cloud after two pulled ups she drifted from odds on to 11/8 and after travelling well enough she finished like a
horse that needed the run. It looks like she is not going to be the performer she promised to be but she can
strip fitter next time and there are lots of mare's races. Winner Elfile ran to her mark which is a fair way off
Bennie Des Dieux and Honeysuckle but still in the top half dozen.
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The two-mile four maiden hurdle went to the 120 rated Foxy Jacks on his ninth hurdle run so the form is
nothing special. Runner up Eklat De Rire making his hurdle debut and fourth Lucky One making his first start
should be able to find similar contests.
The two-mile maiden hurdle was a similar standard going to the unfancied Gordon Elliot runner Elusive
Rebeldom under an excellent Davy Russell ride on a horse that can be a bit of a loony. Runner up The Broghie
Man who won a listed five-furlong race as a three-year-old has a rating of 120 while there is a race in third
home Goaheadwiththeplan at a level.
I evidently wasn't the only one waiting for Mary Francis to run in a staying handicap hurdle on heavy as she
shortened from 14's into 9's for the Pertemps qualifier. She made just about all and with serial bridle horse
Blast of Koeman as the only challenger from two out she ran out an easy winner. The obvious eye catcher was
2018 Cheltenham Bumper winner Relegate running for the first time in a year and new trainer Colm Murphy.
Last for much of the way she made headway three out but just staying on in fourth.
The third maiden hurdle was for mares over two mile six and three time point and bumper winner Fort Worth
Texas gave weight and a good beating to what were probably a modest field. She looked a fair sort that will
jump a fence.
Jockey Oakley Brown rode the winner of 80-95 two-mile four handicap hurdle but managed to pick up two
suspensions on the day despite doing nothing wrong on his only ride. He had been due to ride High Sparrow in
the Pertemps qualifier at 10 stone 1 including 2 pounds notified possible overweight. Unable to make the
weight the stewards allowed a replacement jockey but handed out three-day suspension. On Stoughan Cross
in this race he was due to ride at 10 stone 4 but could only make 10 stone 6. The stewards on being informed
allowed him to ride but handed out another five-day suspension.
The bumper has some decent looking sorts in it and winner Line Break won nicely after being backed from 14's
to 7/2. Runner up Part Time Farmer and fourth home Glenveagh Park ran with plenty of promise. The paddock
pick was Cathmart Desjy a half-sister to Grade 1 winner Felix Desjy. Like her brother she looks headstrong
dragging two handlers around the parade ring. She actually settled quite well in the race before going on three
furlongs out but she soon stopped and ended up falling over for no apparent reason inside the last furlong.
Thursday February 20th Thurles
A good field for the Grade 3 Novice Hurdle over two mile five and an improving winner in Five O'clock. Beaten
at 1/4 on his Irish debut he landed a modest maiden at Limerick before taking this by six lengths. He looks a
chaser and will stay three miles. You couldn't give away forecast favourite Front View in the betting but he ran
a decent race in second. I fancy he will be turning up in a handicap at one of the festivals. Eventual favourite
French Dynamite is a big lump and will be better next season.
The maiden hurdle was for horses that had run three times without making the first three and Gold Des Bois
was odds on after chasing home some good sorts at a distance but he pulled far too hard. They were mostly
moderate sorts but Granny Knot beaten forty lengths at 100/1 on his only hurdle effort had been highly tried in
bumpers looked value at 10/1 without the favourite. He was helped when the third and fourth in the betting
were both brought down at the first but he ran out a decent winner. Modest handicaps will be his future.
Politesse boosted the mare's bumper at the Dublin Festival by easily taking the mare's race here. Trainer
Lorna Fowler has had only three winners in the last seven seasons but two in the last month with two very
promising bumper horses.
Saturday February 22nd Fairyhouse
The two-mile Grade 2 Juvenile Hurdle was a real puzzle with five ex French horses making their Irish debuts
four of them for Willie Mullins. None of them seemed particularly fancied but he had three of the first four with
Burning Victory winning despite her jumping being very moderate. She won a maiden at Chantilly and ran
unplaced in a Group 3 but will need to jump better to step up. Of his other runners Hook Up and Gjoumi
another two fillies looked like they would be better for the run. Runner up Great Bear an ex Roger Charlton
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runner had finished last at Dundalk on his Irish debut and with the favourite maiden winner Battle of Wills
running below form it is hard to get any grip on the form till some run again.
Mullins also had four in the Grade 3 Bobbyjo Chase but did not have the favourite as Alpha Des Obeaux a
horse that doesn’t win anymore was somehow market leader. It looked set up for Acapella Bourgeois with
heavy ground and an uncontested lead and he never looked in much danger. He evidently goes to Aintree for
the National but that will not suit him at all. Bellshill showed some sign of life in second while Alpha Des
Obeaux just ran on at one pace and will go to Aintree. First run of the season for Sub Lieutenant who is not the
complete lunatic in the prelims he used to be. Second in the Topham last year I've had a very small bet at
210/1 for the National just because it was a silly price and he ran O K while not looking wound up. The other
National hope Pleasant Company will be fitter come April.
Sizing Pottsie bolted up from very moderate rivals in the beginners’ chase while Ferny Hollow was never off
the bit in the bumper.
Sunday February 23rd Naas
Two-mile Grade 3 chases are not where you expect to see Grand National candidates warming up but Ted
Walsh used today's race for Papillion and Seabass so Any Second Now after a win here will go to Aintree and
try and run as well as them. He won't be on my short list after getting rid of his jockey a couple of times in big
fields.
Andy Defresne under a penalty had to be taken on in the two-mile Grade 3 Novice Hurdle and Beacon Edge's
bumper form made him the obvious choice. He was fit enough after a break since his maiden hurdle win and
18/1 was a totally ridiculous price. Sitting behind pacemaker Jason the Militant Denis O'Regan brought him to
win the race at the last with the favourite beaten only for him to jump to big, get unbalanced and then fail by a
nose in a determined rally. The winner obviously stepped up vastly on his run at the Dublin Festival on the
softer ground but I fancy the runner up will be competitive in the Grades 1's at the festivals. Andy Defresne
might be better as a chaser but isn't going to win any graded hurdles.
The two-mile maiden hurdle was again fairly ordinary with Port Stanley who had looked a bit iffy running on
well to beat stable mate Lynwood Gold. Favourite Pure Genius pulled too hard. The winner will be in handicaps
off about 120 while the runner up could be back on the flat in staying handicaps.
Only five in the bumper but four were winners and they looked the part. Farouk D'alene was always on the
pace and after seeing off Vinnie is Busy, he was passed by Fire Attack a furlong out but battled to get back up
right on the line. He will stay well over hurdles. Third home Stattler was well backed but looked one paced and
will need a good trip over hurdles.
The disappointment of Beacon Edge was slightly eased by Instant Return in the juvenile handicap hurdle and
Aarons Day who looked out of place in the 80-116 two-mile handicap hurdle and won with plenty in hand.
Aarons Day had only won an unplaced maiden before this but did it well here under top weight and stays two
and a half. He also has the size to jump a fence in time.
Saturday February 1st Leopardstown
Mainly future chasers in the two-mile six Grade 1 Novice Hurdle. Not the strongest pace but staying won it for
Latest Exhibition who has improved each time he steps up in trip. Cobbler's Way stepped up on his maiden
win and hopefully they will not give him too hard a time over hurdles as he looks like will improve physically for
another summer. This may have been as far as Longhouse Poet wants at present while Elixir D'Ainay pulled
too hard and Fury Road was just disappointing.
With Ornua showing a semblance of last year's form making the early running and then Min picking it up they
went a proper pace in the Dublin Chase. Chacun Pour Soi chasing his owner/ trainer mate out jumped him
three and two out before powering away. Min likes it here and while he may be better at two and a half
nowadays the winner was very impressive and a proper two miler. The shame of the race was the first fence
fall of Cilaos Emery so we will have to wait to see where he fits into the pecking order.
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Another tremendous two-mile chase followed for the novices and again a properly run event as Notebook and
Cash Back took each other on. Both have come on tremendously for fences and really jump and it is hard to
see any British challengers for them in the Arkle. Third home Gallant John Joe runs his best races here and
stays a lot further while Melon will have to go up in trip but his win record is not good for a horse of his ability.
The fourth Grade 1 of the day was the Champion Hurdle and Honeysuckle was backed as if defeat was
impossible. Her price was ridiculous but she won in spite of slow jumps at the last two hurdles. We now know
she can battle but looking forward it hardly cleared the Cheltenham Champion Hurdle fog as third Petit
Mouchoir hasn't won a hurdle race since taking this race three years ago and runner up Darver Star was
beaten further in a novice on his previous start. Having praised Sharjah for his consistency after his win here at
Christmas he turned in a shocker while Supasundae who is aiming for the Aintree Hurdle ran very well on his
seasonal debut.
Back at two miles Appreciate It followed up his Christmas win in emphatic style against some good rivals in the
graded bumper. He looks the business. The other winner at the Christmas meeting Eric Bloodaxe finished
lame. The second and third Risk Factor and Lieutenant Command are both big beasts who should be chasers
in time.
Plenty of runners in the two handicaps and some overpriced runners. In the two-mile hurdle Golden Jewel at
just over 50/1 was far too big after improving with each of his last three runs in big fields. He had a really
unlucky trip during the race being chopped off rounding the omitted second last and then again just before the
last. Jumping the last in ninth he finished like a train to nab second. Unfortunately, this result was a portent for
the two handicap hurdles on day two. From the two-mile handicap chase there is another good race in Charlie
Stout maybe up slightly in trip.
Sunday February 2nd Leopardstown
There aren't too many times that the crowd flocks from the stands to the winner's enclosure but Faugheen had
the crowds rushing down after the two-mile five Grade 1 Novice Chase. He isn't as good as he was at his
hurdling best but he wanted it from the last to hold off Easy Game. Maybe this would be a good time to call
time on a great career. Easy Game has stepped up over fences and this looks his trip. Tornado Flyer was
better here and three miles might bring improvement while Battleoverdoyen also needs a trip as he was out of
his comfort zone against better rivals.
The novices threatened to overshadow the Gold Cup but they turned in a super race run at a proper pace with
Delta Work stepping up again on his Savills's Chase win and with his liking for Cheltenham making himself a
real contender come March. Kemboy was just not good enough here and neither was Presenting Percy who
even his staunchest supports must now acknowledge now is not the second coming.
Aspire Tower was going to be below his best hurdle form even if he had stood up in the Grade 1 Spring Hurdle
but would probably have had enough to see off Cerberus. That horse curled up badly on the run in leaving A
Wave of the Sea and Wolf Prince to fill the main places. Not great stuff but the juveniles are not a good bunch.
The first two home in the older horses two-mile Grade 1 novices’ hurdle were super looking sorts. Asterion
Forlonge and Easywork went head to head until the latter cried enough. Asterion Forlonge could easily have
more improvement but stable mate Blue Sari again turned in a poor effort and I imagine he has some physical
problem.
Bigbadandbeaufiful was odds on to go one better than last year in the Grade 2 Mares Bumper but turned in her
worst effort. She doesn't look a jumper. Winner Darling Daughter does and seemingly unfancied won easily
from a never nearer Politesse.
In the handicaps Our Roxanne gave me another big priced (25/1) runner up in the mares’ hurdle while in the
three mile hurdle The Jam Man (40/1) followed suit. Treacysenniscorthy winner of the latter just keeps getting
better and this was the third time I have seen him win this season and his fifth win from six runs. Nothing really
caught the eye behind but Column of Fire will stay any trip over fences next season. The winner who looks a
chaser can go back over fences when the handicapper finally gets him over hurdles from a much lower mark.
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In the two mile five Leopardstown Chase Jack Kennedy came right back down from Delta Work breaking his
leg after a seemingly routine unseat. He breaks things easily and misses lots of time. The first and second
were both maidens over fences while Any Second Now ran a fine race in third. He is better over three miles
and I would imagine Aintree will be his aim but he is just 1 from 15 over fences.
Saturday February 15th Haydock
The National Trial was easily the best class staying chase at the course this season and with six horses
running that should make the cut for Aintree it could have been informative. In a way it was but mostly
negatively. One For Arthur never went a stride and must be a candidate for retirement. Elegant Escape was
barely any better clouting a couple and looking far from enthusiastic. Vintage Clouds clobbered by the
handicapper is not a 154 horse while Steely Addition stopped quickly three out. The handicapper only just got
Lord Du Mesnil while Yala Enki just kept on for third but was well beaten. Both are best on testing ground but
neither really appeals for Aintree.
Caribbean Boy beat three last time out winners in the two-mile four novice handicap chase. He was paddock
pick and looks like he will make a good staying handicapper in time.
The Rendlesham fell apart with The Worlds End beaten at half way and West Approach sulking badly which
left Emitom to beat a couple of good northern handicappers. He still hits the odd hurdle and isn't good enough
for the stayer’s hurdle.
Heavy ground seems to suit Victor Ludorum winner Sir Psycho who jumps well but where it fits into the big
scheme of things re the Triumph Hurdle is anybody's guess. Another that likes it heavy is Pertemps Qualifier
winner Welsh Saint who beat a field of mostly old timers readily.
The third of the three-mile hurdles for novices went to Ramses De Teillee and he will make sure the Albert
Bartlett winner is proper stayer. Runner up Kalooki was just outstayed and looks the sort who will improve
physically for another summer.
Wednesday February 19th Punchestown
Last season Laurina was 3/10 favourite for the Grade 3 Quevega Hurdle and bolted in This time around under
a cloud after two pulled ups she drifted from odds on to 11/8 and after travelling well enough she finished like a
horse that needed the run. It looks like she is not going to be the performer she promised to be but she can
strip fitter next time and there are lots of mare's races. Winner Elfile ran to her mark which is a fair way off
Bennie Des Dieux and Honeysuckle but still in the top half dozen.
The two-mile four maiden hurdle went to the 120 rated Foxy Jacks on his ninth hurdle run so the form is
nothing special. Runner up Eklat De Rire making his hurdle debut and fourth Lucky One making his first start
should be able to find similar contests.
The two-mile maiden hurdle was a similar standard going to the unfancied Gordon Elliot runner Elusive
Rebeldom under an excellent Davy Russell ride on a horse that can be a bit of a loony. Runner up The Broghie
Man who won a listed five-furlong race as a three-year-old has a rating of 120 while there is a race in third
home Goaheadwiththeplan at a level.
I evidently wasn't the only one waiting for Mary Francis to run in a staying handicap hurdle on heavy as she
shortened from 14's into 9's for the Pertemps qualifier. She made just about all and with serial bridle horse
Blast of Koeman as the only challenger from two out she ran out an easy winner. The obvious eye catcher was
2018 Cheltenham Bumper winner Relegate running for the first time in a year and new trainer Colm Murphy.
Last for much of the way she made headway three out but just staying on in fourth.
The third maiden hurdle was for mares over two mile six and three time point and bumper winner Fort Worth
Texas gave weight and a good beating to what were probably a modest field. She looked a fair sort that will
jump a fence.
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Jockey Oakley Brown rode the winner of 80-95 two-mile four handicap hurdle but managed to pick up two
suspensions on the day despite doing nothing wrong on his only ride. He had been due to ride High Sparrow in
the Pertemps qualifier at 10 stone 1 including 2 pounds notified possible overweight. Unable to make the
weight the stewards allowed a replacement jockey but handed out three-day suspension. On Stoughan Cross
in this race he was due to ride at 10 stone 4 but could only make 10 stone 6. The stewards on being informed
allowed him to ride but handed out another five-day suspension.
The bumper has some decent looking sorts in it and winner Line Break won nicely after being backed from 14's
to 7/2. Runner up Part Time Farmer and fourth home Glenveagh Park ran with plenty of promise. The paddock
pick was Cathmart Desjy a half-sister to Grade 1 winner Felix Desjy. Like her brother she looks headstrong
dragging two handlers around the parade ring. She actually settled quite well in the race before going on three
furlongs out but she soon stopped and ended up falling over for no apparent reason inside the last furlong.
Thursday February 20th Thurles
A good field for the Grade 3 Novice Hurdle over two mile five and an improving winner in Five O'clock. Beaten
at 1/4 on his Irish debut he landed a modest maiden at Limerick before taking this by six lengths. He looks a
chaser and will stay three miles. You couldn't give away forecast favourite Front View in the betting but he ran
a decent race in second. I fancy he will be turning up in a handicap at one of the festivals. Eventual favourite
French Dynamite is a big lump and will be better next season.
The maiden hurdle was for horses that had run three times without making the first three and Gold Des Bois
was odds on after chasing home some good sorts at a distance but he pulled far too hard. They were mostly
moderate sorts but Granny Knot beaten forty lengths at 100/1 on his only hurdle effort had been highly tried in
bumpers looked value at 10/1 without the favourite. He was helped when the third and fourth in the betting
were both brought down at the first but he ran out a decent winner. Modest handicaps will be his future.
Politesse boosted the mare's bumper at the Dublin Festival by easily taking the mare's race here. Trainer
Lorna Fowler has had only three winners in the last seven seasons but two in the last month with two very
promising bumper horses.
Saturday February 22nd Fairyhouse
The two-mile Grade 2 Juvenile Hurdle was a real puzzle with five ex French horses making their Irish debuts
four of them for Willie Mullins. None of them seemed particularly fancied but he had three of the first four with
Burning Victory winning despite her jumping being very moderate. She won a maiden at Chantilly and ran
unplaced in a Group 3 but will need to jump better to step up. Of his other runners Hook Up and Gjoumi
another two fillies looked like they would be better for the run. Runner up Great Bear an ex Roger Charlton
runner had finished last at Dundalk on his Irish debut and with the favourite maiden winner Battle of Wills
running below form it is hard to get any grip on the form till some run again.
Mullins also had four in the Grade 3 Bobbyjo Chase but did not have the favourite as Alpha Des Obeaux a
horse that doesn’t win anymore was somehow market leader. It looked set up for Acapella Bourgeois with
heavy ground and an uncontested lead and he never looked in much danger. He evidently goes to Aintree for
the National but that will not suit him at all. Bellshill showed some sign of life in second while Alpha Des
Obeaux just ran on at one pace and will go to Aintree. First run of the season for Sub Lieutenant who is not the
complete lunatic in the prelims he used to be. Second in the Topham last year I've had a very small bet at
210/1 for the National just because it was a silly price and he ran O K while not looking wound up. The other
National hope Pleasant Company will be fitter come April.
Sizing Pottsie bolted up from very moderate rivals in the beginners’ chase while Ferny Hollow was never off
the bit in the bumper.
Sunday February 23rd Naas
Two-mile Grade 3 chases are not where you expect to see Grand National candidates warming up but Ted
Walsh used today's race for Papillion and Seabass so Any Second Now after a win here will go to Aintree and
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try and run as well as them. He won't be on my short list after getting rid of his jockey a couple of times in big
fields.
Andy Defresne under a penalty had to be taken on in the two-mile Grade 3 Novice Hurdle and Beacon Edge's
bumper form made him the obvious choice. He was fit enough after a break since his maiden hurdle win and
18/1 was a totally ridiculous price. Sitting behind pacemaker Jason the Militant Denis O'Regan brought him to
win the race at the last with the favourite beaten only for him to jump to big, get unbalanced and then fail by a
nose in a determined rally. The winner obviously stepped up vastly on his run at the Dublin Festival on the
softer ground but I fancy the runner up will be competitive in the Grades 1's at the festivals. Andy Defresne
might be better as a chaser but isn't going to win any graded hurdles.
The two-mile maiden hurdle was again fairly ordinary with Port Stanley who had looked a bit iffy running on
well to beat stable mate Lynwood Gold. Favourite Pure Genius pulled too hard. The winner will be in handicaps
off about 120 while the runner up could be back on the flat in staying handicaps.
Only five in the bumper but four were winners and they looked the part. Farouk D'alene was always on the
pace and after seeing off Vinnie is Busy he was passed by Fire Attack a furlong out but battled to get back up
right on the line. He will stay well over hurdles. Third home Stattler was well backed but looked one paced and
will need a good trip over hurdles.
The disappointment of Beacon Edge was slightly eased by Instant Return in the juvenile handicap hurdle and
Aarons Day who looked out of place in the 80-116 two-mile handicap hurdle and won with plenty in hand.
Aarons Day had only won an unplaced maiden before this but did it well here under top weight and stays two
and a half. He also has the size to jump a fence in time.
receive the trophy. Step forward trainer's wife Sara Hobbs who was enlisted to lead the horse around while the
presentation was made and the photos were taken.

TELEGRAPH FANTASY RACING LEAGUE – CHELTENHAM
Thanks to Helen Goodwill for again setting up a mini league for NMRC members. We had 48 ‘stables’ entered
this year and our mini league winner this year was Charles Rear, who receives a book prize from the club.
Charles has chosen the last edition of (the late) Steve Taplin’s 2yo Annual as his prize.
In the nationwide competition Charles finished a very respectable 48th out of over 22,000 entrants.
Besides the individual’s competition the ‘mini leagues’ also compete for a separate ‘league of leagues’ title and
on Thursday night we were 2nd in the UK but on Friday we faded to finish a very respectable 16th in the UK.
There is usually also a similar competition run in Royal Ascot week (free to enter) so look out for the details in
the next issue of Racin’ Magazine (June/July) if racing has resumed in the UK by then.
Our top 8 scores in the mini league were as follows:
Pos
Stable
1
MrFizz
2
Stevescouldbe
3
Bregawn
4
Mystical Rose
5
UTCIAD
6
Auto Select
7
Extradite The Sheikh
8
SamtheCakemaker

Manager
Day 4 Points ~ Overall Points ~ Overall Pos
Charles Rear
465.00
1687.00
48
Stephen Cawley 377.50
1460.30
304
David Fox
494.50
1360.00
751
Ted Halewood
220.00
1284.00
1532
Helen Goodwill
205.00
1267.36
1756
Carol Evans
90.00
1256.45
1943
Brian Goodwill
638.85
1224.33
2480
Phillip Doyle
455.00
1196.00
3080
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ENGLAND’S OLDEST HORSE RACE KEPT ALIVE!
Sadly, England’s oldest race, the Kiplingcotes Derby, couldn’t take place on March 19th as is tradition for the
third Thursday in March. However, the original rules state that if the race doesn’t take place it must finish for
good, so as has happened in previous difficult times, two riders rode the course, keeping the race alive.
The two riders concerned were Steven Crawford, riding the unrated 12-year-old Ferkin and the other is a
familiar face at Yorkshire’s Racecourses, John Thirsk riding Harry. Harry is now 16 and was in training
with Kevin Ryan Racing. His only win came over 7 furlongs, quite different to today’s four-mile course of roads,
tracks and verges.
All the correct protocol was observed with Steven and John arriving before 11am, weighing out, listening to the
reading of the rules and weighing in at the end. Both names will be engraved on the trophy by Guest and
Philips Jewellers.
A set of race rules discovered in a bank vault gave the start year as 1519, when King Henry VIII was on the
throne. In 2018, a waterlogged course meant a volunteer had to walk a horse along the route in order to
comply with the ancient tradition. The race was also under threat in 2001 due to the foot and mouth outbreak
and in 1947 when 4ft (1.2 metres) of snow covered the course. Last year, the event attracted spectators from
around the world as it celebrated its 500th anniversary.
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RACING SPOTLIGHT – WITH GRAHAM DENCH
COMPILED BY BRIAN GOODWILL
HOW DID YOU START IN RACING?
My dad was a Saturday afternoon punter and keen racegoer, and I got the bug from him. He was in the RAF, so we
moved around a lot, but wherever he was stationed we were never far from a racecourse and we would go when we
could. Throughout school I was lucky to have friends who were as keen as I was, and then at college in Sheffield I found
myself sharing a house with someone whose brother had a good job at Timeform. I was encouraged by him to apply there
and I feel as if I’ve never done a proper day’s work since.
YOUR MOST MEMORABLE WINNING BET?
I remember having a good bet on Martin Pipe to train 200 winners for the first time when bookmakers still seemed to
reckon it unthinkable, and you can get an awful lot of mileage out of that sort of wager as you have an interest in multiple
races every day. I also backed Jamie Spencer at 20-1 for his first championship, having sensed he came back meaning
business after losing the Ballydoyle job.
They were a long time ago though, and for the sake of balance there have been many similar bets which were
unsuccessful including Silvestre De Sousa twice at decent odds in years before he came good, when unbacked of course.
This year’s 20-1 Danny Tudhope didn’t work out, either despite him briefly going odds on.
So far as individual races go, I don’t think I’ve bettered Red Robbo making all up the stands rail for Olivier Peslier at 33-1
in the 1997 Hunt Cup. He’d finished last at York a couple of weeks earlier, but Reg Akehurst was a master placer of his
handicappers and I wasn’t deterred.
Nowadays, I seldom bet in races that competitive and I prefer occasionally dipping my toe in the muddier waters of the
lower grades, mainly over jumps. There is still occasionally an edge to be had, but it gets harder all the time.
YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR FORGETTABLE LOSING BET?
We all back many more losers than winners, and like any other punter I’ve had my share who were seemingly past the
post, only to somehow contrive to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory.
Carvill’s Hill in the infamous Gold Cup of 1992 was a bit different, but his defeat hurt all the more because of the months
of anticipation. I think I took 20-1 ante-post after a spectacular debut for Martin Pipe in the Rehearsal Chase - imagine
getting a price like that nowadays - and after following up in the Welsh National and the Grade 1 at Leopardstown I
thought he just had to jump round. Nowadays, I would lay off a bet like that at short odds, but exchange betting, which I’m
not a great fan of to be honest, had yet to be invented.
ONE FLAT HORSE TO FOLLOW FOR 2020?
I don’t think I saw many easier winners in 2019 than Brentford Hope, who was green and noisy before his debut in a backend maiden at Newmarket yet won in a style which had to be seen to be believed. It didn’t seem to be much of a surprise
to Richard Hughes or Jamie Spencer, and as a son of Camelot he ought to do very much better when he steps up to
middle distances at three. He was given an unexceptional Racing Post Rating, but I’d bet he’s pretty smart.
If I may be allowed another I’d go for Fox Tal, who missed most of the season and is still unexposed but confirmed himself
a Group 1 winner waiting to happen when fourth to Magical in the Champion Stakes for Andrew Balding and King Power
Racing.
WHO IS/WAS YOUR RACING HERO?
I don’t know if it’s the same for others, but I think the sportsmen who retain hero status the longest are those who you
follow and most admire when first attracted to the sport. I can’t narrow it down to one I’m afraid, but I followed horses
trained by Bob Turnell over jumps and Noel Murless on the Flat. So far as jockeys are concerned it would be Andy Turnell
and Lester Piggott.
I’m showing my age again!
A CHANGE YOU WOULD MAKE IF YOU HAD SUPREME COMMAND OF RACING?
It’s hard enough keeping on top of form these days even when you are employed full time in the sport, or semi-retired, as I
am theoretically now. It’s an unoriginal complaint, but there’s far too much of it now, and a lot of it is simply low-grade
betting shop fodder.
I also wish exchange betting had never been invented. The days of getting a price in the morning, let alone on the
racecourse, have long gone now that the markets are formed overnight, and I also don’t like seeing in-running punters
with access to live pictures effectively playing with marked cards against stay-at-home punters who are several vital
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seconds behind the action. I guess there are sharp operators playing mugs in many walks of life, but it leaves a nasty
taste.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE RACECOURSE AND WHY?
Probably Sandown. I lived nearby when I first moved down to London to work for the Racing Post and I rarely missed a
meeting, whether it was an Eclipse or a Whitbread Gold Cup, or one of those summer night meetings when there was a
real buzz about the place. The quality of the racing on the big days is fantastic, and the viewing is always superb.
WHAT CAN THE BHA DO BETTER?
I probably ought to be thinking bigger here, but here’s something I think is most unfair. I think it’s entirely wrong that an
inexperienced apprentice or amateur is treated exactly the same as a professional who has 500 or more rides a year
when it comes to losing a race, or even just a minor place, through inadvertently dropping their hands or else giving a
horse too much to do. In the case of an amateur a 12-day will effectively rule them out for months and probably finish their
career before it’s started. It’s simply not proportional.
I also think the BHA remain too inclined to go for the easier targets where there’s a whiff of corruption, but I’m not going to
name names!
A BRIEF SUMMARY OF YOUR CAREER AT THE RACING POST AND WHAT YOU DO NOW?
I joined the Racing Post as a tipster pretty much on day one. I started on January 1 1986, just over three months before
the first edition came out, having been recruited by editor Graham Rock, with whom I’d overlapped briefly at Timeform
before he had moved on. I enjoyed it on the Spotlight desk, working with the likes of Frank Carter, Ron Cox, Emily Weber
and some talented tipsters who went on to become household names in some racing households, but when I was given
the occasional opportunity to report from the racecourse, I found I enjoyed it even more.
I mixed the two for years, but gradually the emphasis shifted mainly to racecourse reporting, and that also came to include
race analysis, which proved a great discipline for keeping on top of the form. In later years at the Racing Post it was a mix
of racecourse reporting, news reporting and occasional features work, and I would have happily carried on like that
indefinitely but for a “voluntary severance” offer which was extended last year to all of those who had been 15 years or
more on the staff. I agonised about taking it, but I don’t know why as it’s proved a great move for me. I now do a couple of
days a week of varied work for the Racing Post as a freelance, plus regular work for Jockey Club Racecourses,
Racenews, Owner Breeder magazine and a few others.
I’m not on the racecourse as much as I once was, and that’s something I need to address, but the life/work balance is
undoubtedly better.
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When stable lads almost stopped the Guineas meeting
By HAROLD HEYS

JOCKEY Willie Carson came a cropper off a few horses during his wonderful career. I was at York for
the August meeting in 1981 when the promising filly Silken Knot crashed out coming into the straight.
A fractured skull and broken vertebrae were just some of the injuries the little chap sustained. The
poor horse had to be quickly put down.
Steve Cauthen was one of the jockeys swerving desperately to avoid the motionless Carson. He
described the accident as "the worst I've ever seen."
And I was at Newmarket on 1,000 Guineas day in 1975 when Carson came off Pericet just an hour
before Nocturnal Spree won the classic by a short head from Girl Friend. Only this wasn't a riding
accident, he had been dragged off his mount by striking stable lads.
I wonder how many racing fans of today have much idea about that official strike by stable lads
whose weekly pay packet for long, dangerous and unsociable hours was a miserable £28. They were
fighting for an extra four quid.
The sight of around 200 desperate lads milling around near the start for the 2.30, intent on trouble,
was one of the most amazing sights I've ever seen on a racecourse. Racegoers marched down the
course to confront them and police soon began struggling with everyone.
Willie had been quite vociferous in his support for the strikers but it didn't stop some of them gathering
round him and his horse as he tried to appeal for calm and in moments he was dumped on to the turf.
The three-day meeting was hit and the 2,000 Guineas on the Saturday was actually started by flag
some 50 yards (estimates vary) in front of the stalls as the starter, Alec Marsh, was wary of trouble
flaring at the gate. Outsider Bolkonski got away well and won comfortably in the hands of Frankie's
Dad, Llanfranco. Grundy, recovering from a fly kick to the head just a few weeks earlier, was beaten
half-a-length into second.
It was a black three days for racing and neither the trainers nor the lads, nor the Transport and
General Workers Union who had called the strike, came out of it well. When the dust settled the
stable hands had got a few quid rise but about 70 of them were sacked, in spite of a no-victimisation
agreement.
I wondered a few paragraphs earlier how many readers knew much about the saga. I ask because a
virtual blackout seems to have smothered the story. In hundreds of books on racing which I have
amassed over the years, there is very little about it. Nothing about one of our top jockeys being
dragged off his horse before a race at Headquarters by an angry, baying crowd. Perhaps I, and the
others who witnessed the sorry spectacle, dreamt it?
I looked carefully through Michael Seely's book Willie Carson: The Illustrated Biography. Surely the
strike merited a few paragraphs. Nothing, except a 15-word caption to a photo of Carson being
dragged off a puzzled Pericet before the second race. Other books I waded through covering that era
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had even less on the debacle. Encyclopaedias, annuals, autobiographies, compendiums ... barely a
peep. Racehorses of 1975 managed just one line.
Lester Piggott didn't take the strike action at all well but he had cooled down by the time he wrote four
pars covering it briefly in his autobiography many years later. Tim Fitzgeorge-Parker's book on
Grundy in the Guineas mentions the strike. Grundy's trainer Peter Walwyn is quoted as saying "it was
confined to a small minority of stable employees in Newmarket."
It was 25 years after the race, when Walwyn, in his autobiography Handy all the Way, mentioned the
strike in a bit more detail.
Right! On to the web. Not much there either. Bits discussing industrial relations and other oddments
of academia, but little else. Incidentally, I treat academic treatises on sport, especially horse racing,
with a pinch of salt. One "expert" on the strike incident had Lester Piggott being dragged off his horse.
The balloon would really have gone up if that had happened!
So, very little. With one decent exception in a nice piece written by Matt O'Donnell in The Observer 16
years after the event, when, no doubt, it was finally becoming "safe" to look back.
Willie Carson recalled those days very clearly. Pericet was a little coward who "never wanted to win
anything." He pulled up abruptly when confronted by the mob. Said Willie: "I got hit with my own stick.
'What are you doing?' I said: 'I was with you lot, but now you're bloody attacking me!'"?
It's all good stuff and anyone who knows virtually nowt about the stable lads strike and the mayhem
during the three days of the Newmarket May meeting of 1975 should catch it on:
https://www.theguardian.com/observer/osm/story/0,,482474,00.html

Heading for a fall: Willie Carson is dragged off his horse before the second race by angry strikers.
Sport and General.
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Fearless - The Tim Brookshaw Story
Champion jockey Tim Brookshaw’s story still resonates nearly 60 years after his fateful back-breaking fall at
Liverpool in December 1963. When Paddy Farrell broke his back three months later in the 1964 Grand
National, a fund was opened in aid of the two stricken jockeys. What began as the Farrell-Brookshaw Fund
became the catalyst for the Injured Jockeys Fund.
Brookshaw is also remembered for finishing second on Wyndburgh in the 1959 Grand National, despite having
to ride the last mile and a half without stirrups after an iron had snapped on landing over Becher’s. Stan Mellor
described it as the most remarkable achievement he ever saw at Aintree. His inspirational story of overcoming
paralysis, not just to walk again but to ride in a race and school horses over fences, is told is Chris Pitt’s new
book ‘Fearless … The Tim Brookshaw Story’, available on the Racing Post’s website at £14.95.
“When people suffered that kind of injury in the 1950s and 60s, the approach was, ‘you’ve broken your back,
you’ll never walk again’. Now you’ve got gyms and trainers and physios to get you motivated. Tim got himself
motivated. He did things and helped himself to a degree that was unknown then. He defied all the odds and
prognoses.” Elain Mellor.
“They say you should never meet your heroes but I met Tim Brookshaw on my very first day as a jump jockey
and ever after he only grew in my estimation ... Chris Pitt has done more than Tim’s memory and the racing
world a favour for this is a book that needed to be written.” Brough Scott.


Editor’s note – Those who attended the Racing Authors evening with Chris Pitt & John Pinfold a while
back will know how much care and attention will have gone into this latest epistle so definitely one for
the bookshelf this year!
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Gordon Armistead’s Cheltenham Review 2020
Tuesday
Supreme Novice - I am not sure whether having your nap of the meeting running in the first race is good or
not. Having taken 7/1 the night before for Abacadabras I thought he had it won from a long way out especially
when he neatly sidestepped the carnage at the second last. It was not to be however as Shishkin recovered
from a hefty bump in that same incident to run him down. Abacadabras looks a proper two miler that could give
Gigginstown a proper go for the Champion Hurdle on faster ground which he prefers. Shishkin looks like he will
be better over a trip and will likely as not go chasing. They were miles clear of Chantry House who will also
stay and jump a fence while there is plenty of work to do with Asterion Forlonge before he runs left-handed
again. Fiddlerontheroof was driven at halfway and dropped away tamely. A pattern that was to be repeated for
just about all the Colin Tizzard runners on the week.
Arkle - 13/8 for a mare’s handicap hurdle off 113 at Downpatrick last June to winning an Arkle is fairy tale stuff
for a one-horse syndicate. Put The Kettle On's jumping is her big asset and as she did here in November, she
put her rivals jumping under pressure with challenger Fakir D'oudairies hitting two out. Quite how she will go
when upped to open company we will see. Both Notebook and Cash Back ran well below their form and
neither ever looked happy and the same remark applies to Brewin'upastorm before he departed.
Ultima - Having not got home at Warwick the drop in trip proved right for The Conditional along with the three
pounds the handicapped had eased him for that defeat. No doubt he will get that back with interest. Kildisart
led home the three National entries with a return to form in second place. Discorama placing for the third time
at the Festival was another returning to form and it looks like he needs further than this. Of the other National
entries Vintage Clouds faded from three out and Atlanta Ablaze who looks right on the edge of making the cut
never really got involved.
Champion Hurdle - So it wasn't as wide open as it seemed as the favourite stormed in. I recall Nicky
Henderson looked aghast when it was suggested to him after she won at Newbury in November that she might
be a Champion Hurdle candidate. She would probably have been seventh or eighth in the stables pecking
order at the time but the others all fell away. Sharjah back to form on ground he doesn't favour ran a fine race
while third home Darver Star's rise has been totally amazing. He couldn't win his maiden in four attempts and
eventually won last April at Wexford off just 106. Cilaos Emery and Petit Mouchoir ran their races while
Supasundae will go on to Aintree where the trip will suit him. Last year's juveniles were all well beaten.
Mares Hurdle - With Stormy Island not running her usual race they crawled here and the faster mare
Honeysuckle had too much speed for the real stayer in Benie Des Dieux. Maybe Honeysuckle will get to take
on Epatante at Punchestown where Benie will no doubt go up in trip. Elfile ran right up to her form in third.
Lady Buttons two runs here have been poor and the trip on really soft ground wouldn't have helped.
Northern Trust - I thought there were plenty of horses that had a bit disappointing in this and the two that had
seemed to be really laid out for this had it between them. Imperial Aura just avoided being raised above the
ceiling of 145 but will be into the 150's now and you would imagine he will be back for the BetVictor. Galvin is
still a maiden over fences and is a horse I have followed since seeing him win his bumper at Roscommon.
Maybe they will keep him a novice for next season. Mitchouka has found a new lease of life since leaving
Gordon Elliot’s and can find easier targets in Ireland at this trip.
National Hunt Chase - The favourite Carefully Selected somehow ended up odds on but pulled far too hard
and when he tired his jumping went. Only two mattered from a long way out and Lord Du Mesnil kept going like
he does after setting the pace but the other with good handicap form Ravenhill just had enough to see him off.
It took the winner seven goes to win his Irish point and already ten years old the winner will no doubt head to
Fairyhouse for the Irish National. Lord Du Mesnil is still in at Aintree. The rest were well beaten in what overall
was a pretty poor contest.
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Wednesday
Ballymore - Two years ago Samcro was the next great thing after winning this and it took him two years to get
another Grade 1 win. Let's hope Envoi Allen does not have to wait as long. He was given plenty to do but
picked the two pacesetters up quickly between the last two and went away as they tired. He looks a chaser
and I hope they resist the temptation to try and make him a Champion Hurdler. Easywork in second had pulled
plenty hard enough and did well to keep going. Third home The Big Getaway set the pace and should make a
good staying chaser. They were clear of The Big Breakaway who was struggling along way out. Sporting John
who was beaten at halfway evidently had a physical problem while Longhouse Poet turned in a moderate
effort.
RSA Chase - I couldn't have Champ before the race and am not sure how he managed to win after another
moderate display of jumping. Barry Geraghty had to make his mind up at every fence and niggle him along as
well. He looks like he will keep doing what he is asked but lacks any sort of intelligence to sort out his jumping
for himself. The two pacemakers Allaho and Minella Indo probably went too fast and overall, it is hard to see
any future Gold Cup winners here. Battleoverdoyen looked a non-stayer as did Easy Game and the Tizzard
pair again ran no sort of race.
Coral Cup - Dame De Compagnie seemed to have got off lightly with just an eight-pound rise for her win on
trials day and so it proved. The first three home were all in form horses while most of the rest of the field are
well in the handicapper’s grip. Traffic Fluid after his fall at Ascot turned in a poor effort in his National prep.
Champion Chase - So the big triple showdown never materialised and the one that turned up Defi Du Soleil
was beaten a long way out. Politologue has had a very up and down career but he was faultless today. Harry
Skelton takes plenty stick from some racecourse regulars but six hundred winners in the last five seasons says
he can't be that bad.
Cross Country - No five timer for Tiger Roll as new kid on the Cross-Country block Easysland ran away

with the race. On to Aintree for Tiger Roll. I had Might Bite retired two runs ago but surely, he gave
connections a big enough nudge in that direction with this effort.

Boodles - As always, a wide-open race and the handicapper had done a good job on limited evidence with
a about a length covering the third to eight horses. Nothing seemed to find any trouble in running and
nothing cried out that it could step up into graded company. Hopefully some will do better than last
year's field who turned into a very disappointing bunch.
Bumper - A really excellent ride from Paul Townend weaving his way through from the back on Ferny Hollow.
Having seen his last two starts the winner is far from easy to deal with and hopefully he can go on and fulfil his
potential over hurdles. Runner up Appreciate It looks far more straightforward and will be best over staying
trips over hurdles and fences. As usual the main Gigginstown bumper horses weren't sent over so we will see
how they tie in come Punchestown.
Thursday
Marsh - This is a hard race to weigh up with the first two home Samcro and Melon both stepping up on what
they have been doing all season. Samcro has obviously benefitted from a second wind op while Melon just
runs his best races here with his fourth second place at the festival. Faugheen again ran his heart out while
Mister Fisher appears to be the best of the British two/ two and a half milers which means they will all be
handicapping next season rather than going into graded company.
Pertemps - A well plotted pair fought out the finish and Sire Du Berlais's two wins for connections have both
been in this race. The Storyteller is in the National but there must be doubts about the trip. Third home Tout
Est Permis has run exactly the same race in all his three-mile handicap hurdles this season just not getting
home after travelling well. He is also in the National so a similar comment would apply. If they are going to
persist with Relegate, they will have to try something new as she is just not getting into contention in her races.
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Ryanair - A deserved success for Min in a properly run race and he always appeared to be holding Saint
Calvados who has really stepped up this season now that he settles. Until he proves otherwise A Plus Tard
looked beaten on merit although he has age on his side to improve. All three could turn up at Aintree. Two
more National horses here but neither Shattered Love or Aso advertised their claims and neither has any
pretention to staying four miles.
Stayers Hurdle - I imagine that if he hadn't fallen in the Warwick qualifier Lisnagar Oscar would have been in
the Pertemps final and before that he had taken a dislike to chasing. Runner up Ronald Pump is far from the
full shilling but Mathew Smith did well with a similar type in One Cool Poet last flat season. After eight unplaced
hurdle runs Ronald Pump won at Cork in December 2018 off just 102 and then he just took off. My bet
Bacardys without the favourite came with his run but doesn't get home at three miles. Hopefully Paisley Park's
heart problems are temporary while Apple's Jade retires with that amazing win at Aintree as a four-year-old my
favourite highlight.
Plate - After Imperial Aura's win the handicapper would doubtless have wanted to revisit Simply The Betts
mark. Those in behind were mostly Cheltenham regulars at the top of their ratings. Louis' Vac Pouch has now
found himself at Phil Kirby's and he can find a race for him in the north.
Mares Novice Hurdle - Last year's race produced three winners at this year's Festival. Two miles was always
a question mark for favourite Minella Melody but she stopped like she had been shot after two out and was
very disappointing. Concertista looked like she had just joined in as she went away and we will have to see if
this winning distance is for real. Another Phil Kirby runner Rayna's World ran an amazing race coming from
last and struggling to nab third place.
Kim Muir - Milan Native has been crying out for a trip and top Irish point jockey Rob James taking seven off
was a bonus. He paid for a few losers on the week. The Irish National will be a certain target. Kilfilum Cross got
two lengths nearer than last year finishing second again. Le Breuil has been aimed at Aintree all season but
after dropping three pounds after the Classic Chase he was on cusp for making the cut. His run here was very
poor.
Friday
Triumph Hurdle - After her display of jumping at Fairyhouse I couldn't see Burning Victory winning this. Of
course, she shouldn't have but she at least jumped most of the hurdles better here. Aspire Tower did plenty of
things wrong but is a trier and ran on as did Allmankind after making the running. All the finishers will have to
improve a lot to take on their elders next season. Goshen would have bolted up and I would guess he will be
back on the flat this summer where 15/2 off a rating of 64 last June at Brighton would seem to have been a bit
of a gift. It will be interesting to see how he goes next jump season.
County Hurdle - With little form to go on the mark for Saint Roi could only have been an educated guess and
it proved a poor one as he sluiced in off 137. He will be stepping into graded company now and we will see
how he gets on. A better effort from Aramon who isn't up to it in open graded races.
Albert Bartlett - This looked a good field and the fancied horses came to the front so the form has a really
solid look and the staying novice chases next season will have plenty of good candidates. Monkfish really
wanted it from the last and answered every call from Paul Townend. Latest Exhibition and Fury Road also ran
on dourly for he places. You can't help but feel sorry for the staff at Paul Nolan’s who missed out on a £50,000
bonus for winning the Grade 1 at Leopardstown and any race at the Festival. Probably not Richard Johnson's
finest hour on Thyme Hill getting into all sorts of trouble before and after the last hurdle. This was all too much
for Cobblers Way but he would have finished in the top half of the field when pulled up quickly approaching the
last and I hope it is nothing too serious.
Gold Cup - A very good competitive renewal and the winner followed up in a totally different type of race to
last year so is an above average winner. I imagine Punchestown, Tramore on New Year's Day and back for
this next year. Santini was the real stayer in the race and it was a surprise when he wasn't pushed on half way
around the second circuit. Finally, a Tizzard horse ran its race in Lostintranslation who was ridden nearer the
front than usual and stayed the trip well. Monalee stayed better than I expected while Delta Work reverted to
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some poor jumping. After Punchestown last season I had Real Steel down for the Galway Plate where he
didn't turn up but the way he was going two out here he might have been a good thing. Kemboy and Clan Des
Obeaux appear not to like it here while Bristol De Mai was not the only Twiston Davis horse not to turn up this
week.
Hunter Chase - -A success for the O'Sullivan family of Eugene and daughter Maxine with It Came To Pass
who didn't forget to win despite his huge price. (The owners also called O'Sullivan are not related). I will leave it
to someone else to find out if any other trainer has had just the two Festival winners twenty-nine years apart.
Maxine normally claims seven but she is a multiple lady's point champion in Ireland the first one coming ten
years ago. Favourite Billaway never really looked like winning despite finishing second.
Grand Annual - Not usually a race for novices but there were plenty of them here and Chosen Mate had had
his beginners chase form boosted. He and runner up Eclair De Beaufeu will probably clash in many of the
lesser Irish conditions races they have at two miles next season.
Martin Pipe - All the plot horses here were well seen off and victory for the well exposed Indefatigable.
Favourite Front View was an obvious one after Thurles but he is not big and got well knocked around in a
rough old race. The Bosses Oscar ran on from miles back for fifth and Five o'clock lost a good early position
when the rider lost an iron on the flat at half way and could never quite get back into it.

STAR SPORTS VIDEOS & PODCASTS
During these quiet racing days, I would strongly recommend that members take a look (or listen) to the huge
library of interviews (138 at present) that Star Sports has on its website.
Many will be familiar racing names to members and interviews include several panellists at our preview events
in recent years such as Andy Gibson, Micky Hammond, Marcus Townend and Gary Wiltshire. Also available is
Mal Boyle who has written a few articles for the club magazine in recent times.
There are so many to pick from but on my initial list (aside from those above) I am looking forwards to the
following: Darren ‘Birdie’ Bird, Dickon White, Barry Dennis, Alastair Down, Nick Leeson and the late John
McCririck.
Members can also nominate other racing professionals to be interviewed for future editions.
No reason to get bored over the next month or so!
For full details please visit https://www.starsportsbet.co.uk/betting-people/
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NMRC CHELTENHAM PREVIEW EVENT – MARCH 2ND 2020
Thanks to all who supported the event at Haydock Park again this year with nearly 200 in attendance.
Plenty of winners were tipped by our panellists but if I have to single one out, it must be Carl Llewellyn who
gave two e/w selections for the stayer’s hurdle, one of which was Lisnagar Oscar the 50/1 winner!
Regulars will know that this event is also a big fundraiser for the Injured Jockeys Fund and this year we raised
a superb £573 for this great racing charity – thanks to all concerned, especially Ken Unsworth who provides
so many of the raffle prizes.
Please retain the CPN Tickets if you attended as now that Aintree has been cancelled, we will try and arrange
another event in the Autumn where you can use these tickets to gain free entry.

From L to R (above) Martin ‘Lofty’ Chapman, Gaz Leonard, Andy Gibson, Carl Llewelyn,
Micky Hammond, Ryan Winks.
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RACING ARTICLES WANTED FOR NEXT EDITION!
With no UK/Irish racing over the next few weeks (at least) it will be an ideal time for members to pen an article
for the next club magazine.
Racing trips abroad, racing history/nostalgia are always of interest to other members.
Also, as the club is now in its 40th year how about some of the older members dropping us a line about when
they joined the club and how things have changed over that time?
If possible, articles/letters for publication should be e mailed to info@northernracingclub.com Photos can also
be e mailed to the above address.
For those who take the magazine in printed format and are not internet users you can also send in items in the
post to NMRC at 53 Dalebrook Rd, Sale, Greater Manchester M33 3LB.

NEW NMRC (UK ONLY) TWITTER ACCOUNT LAUNCHED
Whilst the existing NMRC (worldwide) twitter account (@NorthRacingClub) is very popular it does have a lot of
content relating to the Middle East racing scene. So, if this is not your cup of tea and you only follow UK/Irish
racing, then we have set up a new twitter account for members to follow (@nmrc1980).
Please feel free to follow us on this new (UK only) twitter account as well!
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